
The effect of using modular training in
the educational process in Architecture

and Environmental Design



Designer is one of the oldest professions on 
Earth and combines a harmonious synthesis of 
aesthetics with manufacturability. 



In Russia the historical path determined the formation of its own design 
school. It is in a close relation with classical art, academic art education, 

engineering and traditional arts and crafts.



.
Today design requires modernization of training system 
basing on the principles of professional competence, 

including the creative and activity components
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The educational program Design of the architectural environment  (DAE) creates 
opportunities for implementation of the invariant-variational approach to learning and 

facilitates a more rapid adaptation of specialists to changing conditions of production and to 
modern life.
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Since the end of the 1990s in the post-Soviet society 
private educational institutions of higher education 
developed along with state institutions.

• State University – public 
financing

• Private University –commercial 
financing



The Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia (PFUR) became the 
leader of modernization of higher professional education and 

the creator of new educational technologies among state 
institutions in the 21st century



One of the main strategic directions in PFUR is a prognostic 
approach.
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Modules are formed in structural units of the curriculum in the form of a set of 
sections from different disciplines grouped according to the topic or within the 

framework of discipline.

Module "Architectural design“

•Fundamentals of architectural design 
engineering and compositional 
simulation

•Theory and methodology of 
architectural design

•Architectural design

•Subject content of the architectural 
environment

Module "History and theory“

•History and theory of painting

•History and theory of sculpture

•History and design theory

•Contemporary spatial and plastic 
arts (painting, sculpture, design, 
architecture)

•Fundamentals of the theory of 
environment formation



In the process of modular education, it’s necessary to create conditions for the formation 
of professional competence of students. This is the selection of the content, forms and 

methods of education and the relationship between teacher and student. The experience of 
modular training in the educational process of designers has been tested by the authors 

since 2005 in non-state higher education institutions of Moscow.



For the effective modular training of future 
designers of the architectural environment, the 

head of the direction should form an educational 
plan.

All disciplines should be grouped to 9 
semester modules.



Our proposed method of modular training is based on the Federal State 
Educational Standard of Russia but has scientific novelty in the system of modular 

grouping of disciplines. 
Let's give an example of the formation of such modules from the training practice 

in the direction Design of the architectural environment (DAE) of the PFUR 
Academy of Engineering. 
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From 2nd till 9th semester, the training modules are based on 
integrated project assignments within the framework of the 

discipline Architectural and Design Project, which unites a number 
of academic disciplines and builds the trajectory of step-by-step 

professional development and the formation of the necessary 

competencies.



First-year students 
at work



The teachers of DAE direction in PFUR Engineering Academy
organized an Art Workshop where students are trained in terms of
group interaction and real implementation of their ideas making their
semester projects. For example, the design project of apartment
includes the elaboration of interior details: painting, decorative mosaic
panels, stained-glass windows, furniture paintings, wall paintings,
creating of interior items and manufacture of textiles.

Each of the modules aimed at solving the main task of the semester is
based on practical activities and helps to create a design project that
meets modern requirements, defining social aspect of future
architectural environment designers.



mosaic and stained glass technique



The technique of lacquer miniature.





Modular semester teaching proposed by the authors provides 
students: 
creative individualization;
socialization;
competence in technological and economic components;
ability to implement a design project;
adaptation to the labor market based on the results of predictive 
research;
wide designer profile with variational specializations. 

The modular system of education promotes more effective 
preparation of future designers of the architectural 
environment.



The modular educational system is very effective for creation  of 
the professional competence and helps students to prepare for 
the conditions of modern market.

The modular process of teaching contributes to the disclosure of the 
creative potential of teachers for the implementation of various 
innovations, promising ideas and original new author’s programs, using 
distance learning technologies.

Further development and improvement of new training modules in the 
education of architectural environment designers promotes 
communicative rapprochement and cooperation with world design 
schools. 













Thank you for attention!


